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Universal Coding of Nonstationary Sources
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Abstract—In this correspondence we investigate the performance of
the Lempel–Ziv incremental parsing scheme on nonstationary sources.
We show that it achieves the best rate achievable by a finite-state block
coder for the nonstationary source. We also show a similar result for a
lossy coding scheme given by Yang and Kieffer which uses a Lempel–Ziv
scheme to perform lossy coding.

Index Terms—Data compression, entropy, Lempel–Ziv algorithm, non-
stationary sources, universal source coding.

I. INTRODUCTION

We investigate the use of universal coding methods for coding non-
stationary sources. It is widely known that Lempel–Ziv coding methods
are asymptotically optimal for the coding of stationary ergodic sources.
We will show that for lossless coding of finite possibly nonstationary
sources Lempel–Ziv coding methods perform as well as any finite-state
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block coding scheme. We will also consider as an example of a nonsta-
tionary source the Arbitrarily Varying Source and investigate the per-
formance of universal noiseless coding schemes for this source. For
lossy coding of finite sources we show that the Yang–Kieffer coding
scheme asymptotically performs better than any block code even when
applied to nonstationary sources.

Lempel–Ziv coding techniques are known to be asymptotically op-
timal for individual sequences in the sense that they perform as well
as any finite-state coding scheme [11]. There are alsouniformbounds
on the performance of the incremental-parsing techniques in terms of
the coding performance achievable by a finite-state coder [5]. Kieffer
[3], [4] gave the optimal rate for coding nonstationary sources using fi-
nite-state coders. Given the performance of Lempel–Ziv techniques on
individual sequences it is natural to investigate whether they achieve
the optimal rates given by Kieffer for nonstationary sources.

II. L OSSLESSCODING

Let us consider the lossless coding of a sourceXXX = (X1; X2; � � �)
with distributionP . LetXn = (X1; X2; � � � ; Xn) take values inAn

governed by the marginal distributionPn, whereA is a finite set. The
probability measureP is possibly nonstationary. We code the source
using the Lempel–Ziv incremental parsing scheme given in [11]. We
will define the stationary hull ofP as defined in [4] and denote it by
S(P ). For the sake of completeness we repeat the definition here.

Defninition 1: Consider a (possibly nonstationary) random process
XXX taking values in a finite setA. We say that a processZZZ belongs to
the stationary hull ofXXX if there exists a sequence of natural numbers
n0; n1; � � � such that

lim
j!1

1

nj

n

i=1

E(f(Xi;Xi+1; � � � ; Xi+m�1))

= E(f(Z1; Z2; � � � ; Zm))

for all real-valued functionsf that depend only on finitely many coor-
dinates.

Processes in the stationary hull capture properties of finite-dimen-
sional distributions along various convergent subsequences. In partic-
ular, if for a given sizem the bestm-block code has bad performance
on the nonstationary source along a particular subsequence then there
is a source in the stationary hull which reflects this. It is shown in [3]
that the best possible average rate at which the source can be coded
using a finite-state adaptive block to variable-length code is given by

R(P ) = sup
Z2S(P )

H(Z)

whereH(Z) is the entropy rate of the stationary sourceZ. We will
show that this rate is achieved asymptotically by the Lempel–Ziv
coding scheme. LetLZ(xn) denote the length ofxn when coded
by the Lempel–Ziv algorithm. We will denote byxji the string
(xi; xi+1; � � � ; xj). We will see that the key property we will require
is a uniform bound onLZ(xn) in terms of a certain finite-state code.
One such bound is given by Lemma 1 in [10, Appendix], but we could
have also used the result in [5].

Theorem 1: SupposeXXX is a source with distributionP that takes
values in a finite set. then

lim sup
n!1

E(LZ(Xn))

n
� R(P ):

0018–9448/00$10.00 © 2000 IEEE
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Proof: Fix � > 0. From Lemma A2 in [3, Appendix] there exists
a block lengtht and a prefix-free code� : At ! f0; 1g1 such that

E
l(�(Zt

1))

t
� R(P ) +

�

2
(1)

for ZZZ 2 S(P ). Using Lemma 1 in [10, Appendix] with block lengtht
and code� we have a sequence�n of positive numbers tending to zero
asn ! 1 such that

LZ(xn) � min
1�j�t

i=jmod t
1�i�n�t+1

l � x
i+t�1
i + n�n:

This implies that

LZ(xn) �
1

t
1�j�t i=jmod t

1�i�n�t+1

l � x
i+t�1
i + n�n:

Dividing both sides byn and taking expectations and limits we have

lim sup
n!1

1

n
E(LZ(Xn))

� lim sup
n!1

1

nt
1�j�t i=jmod t

1�i�n�t+1

E l � X
i+t�1
i + �n

� lim sup
n!1

1

nt
1�i�n�t+1

E l � X
i+t�1
i + lim sup

n!1
�n

=
1

t
E l � Z

i+t�1
i

� R(P ) +
�

2

where the equality is for someZZZ 2 S(P ) and follows from Lemma 1
in the Appendix, and the last inequality follows from (1). Now� > 0
was arbitrary so we have that

lim sup
n!1

E(LZ(Xn))

n
� R(P ):

III. EXAMPLE: CODING AN ARBITRARILY VARYING SOURCE

In this section we will use bounds on the performance of universal
codes on individual sequences to investigate their performance on the
arbitrarily varying source, studied as an example in [2]. The arbitrarily
varying source can be used to model, for example, the piecewise-sta-
tionary Bernoulli source studied in [9].

LetS be a finite set andA be the finite alphabet on which the source
takes values. Letp(�js) be a probability distribution onA for each
s 2 S. An Arbitrarily Varying Source (AVS) is a nonstationary source
defined by an infinite sequencesss 2 SSS

1. The probability of a string
xn1 2 An occurring is given by

P (xn1 js
n
1 ) =

n

i=1

p(xijsi):

If the underlying state sequence is known then the optimal fixed-vari-
able coding rate is clearly

lim sup
n!1

1

n

n

i=1

H(P (�jsi)):

This is also the block-to-block coding rate (see [7]).

Consider a stringxn1 2 An and a stringym1 2 Am with m < n. Let
us define the empirical probability distribution̂P by

P̂
n
m(ym1 )

�
=

1

n�m+ 1

n�m+1

i=1

�(xi+m�1i ; y
m
1 )

where�(x; y) = 1 if x = y and is zero otherwise. Let̂Hm denote the
entropy of the empirical distribution onm blocks defined above. We
can also define the conditional empirical probability distribution and
entropy by

P̂
n(ajym1 )

�
=
P̂ (ym1 a)

P̂ (ym1 )

and

Ĥ1jm =
y 2A

P̂ (ym1 )H(P̂ (�jym1 )):

Similarly, we can define the empirical distribution ofm blocks on the
state sequencesn1 , we denote this distribution bŷQn

m. Note that when
we writexy wherex andy are two strings we meany concatenated
with x. We also drop them andn in the notation for the empirical
distribution, the dimension of the distribution, and the length of the
underlying string when these are clear from the context.

Suppose we have a code� such that for any fixedm

l(�(xn1 )) � nĤ1jm + o(n): (2)

Note that theo(n) term does not depend on the sequencexn1 . Codes
based on the Lempel–Ziv incremental parsing scheme and the infinite
depth context tree weighting method can be shown to have such a prop-
erty [6], [5], [8]. We can bound the performance of such codes on ar-
bitrarily varying sources and the result is given in Theorem 2. The the-
orem implies that if the underlying state sequence has low complexity
then codes can learn the source and perform as well asymptotically as
if the underlying state sequence were known.

Theorem 2: If a code� satisfies (2) then for an arbitrarily varying
sourceXXX with an underlying state sequencesss and for any integerm >

0 we have

lim sup
n!1

Es

l(�(Xn))

n
� lim sup

n!1
z2S

Q̂
n(z)H(P(�jz))

+ lim sup
n!1

1

m+ 1
H(Q̂n

m+1)

whereQ̂n
m is the empiricalm-dimensional distribution ofsn1 .

Proof: To prove the theorem we will require a bound onĤ1jm in
terms ofĤm+1. This would be easy if the empirical distributions were
stationary. We note that the empirical distributions defined above are
not stationary, that is,

y 2A

P̂ (aym2 ) 6=

y y 2A

P̂ (y1ay
m
3 ):

To make this distribution stationary we can define the empirical distri-
bution by

P̂ (ym1 )
�
=

1

n

n

i=1

�(xi+m�1i ; y
m
1 )

where all indices are consideredmodn. We then have for the corre-
sponding entropies

Ĥ1jm �
1

m+ 1
Ĥm+1:
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Now

jĤ1jm�Ĥ1jmj�
y 2A

P̂ (ym1 )jH(P̂ (�jym1 ))�H(P̂ (�jym1 ))j

+
y 2A

jP̂ (ym1 )� P̂ (ym1 )jH(P̂ (�jym1 ))

�
y 2A

P̂ (ym1 )l1(P̂ (�jym1 );

P̂ (�jym1 )) log
jAj

l1(P̂ (�jym
1
); P̂ (�jym

1
))

+
y 2A

l1(P̂ (�ym1 ); P̂ (�jym1 ))H(P̂ (�jym1 )) (3)

wherel1(�; �) denotes thel1 distance between two distributions on the
same alphabet. The last inequality follows for sufficiently largen from
[1, Theorem 16.3.2] since we can show that

l1(P̂ (�jym1 ); P̂ (�jym1 )) �
2mjAj

n�m
(4)

and hence satisfies the condition required in the theorem for sufficiently
largen. Using (3) and (4) we have

Ĥ1jm � Ĥ1jm �
2mjAj

n�m
log

n�m

2m
+

2mjAj2m

n�m
log jAj:

Similarly we can show that

Ĥm+1 � Ĥm+1 �
2m2m

n�m
log

n�m

2m
:

Now we can bound the performance of the code� as follows:

l(�(xn))

�nĤ1jm+o(n)

� nĤ1jm

+n
2mjAj

n�m
log

n�m

2m
+
2mjAj2m

n�m
; log jAj +o(n)

�
n

m+1
Ĥm+1

+n
2mjAj

n�m
log

n�m

2m
+
2mjAj2m

n�m
log jAj +o(n)

�
n

m+ 1
Ĥm+1

+n
2m(jAj+2m)

n�m
log

n�m

2m
+
2mjAj2m

n�m
log jAj +o(n):

Let us consider the underlying state sequencesss. We can define, as
before, a conditional empirical distribution̂W (ym+1jzm+1) where
ym+1 2 Am+1 andzm+1 2 Sm+1. We will denote the empirical
distribution of the underlying state sequence byQ̂. Now we have

z 2S

Q̂(zm+1)H Ŵ (�jzm+1) + I P̂m+1; Ŵm+1

= H P̂m+1 :

Thus we have

l(�(xn))�
n

m+1
z 2S

Q̂(zm+1)H Ŵ (�jzm+1)

+I Q̂m+1; Ŵm+1

+n
2m(jAj+2m)

n�m
log

n�m

2m
+
2mjAj2m

n�m
log jAj

+o(n):

Note that, although it is not explicit in the notation, all the empirical
distributions depend on the sequencexn1 and/or the underlying state
sequence. We can take expectations on both sides of the previous in-
equality assuming a fixed underlying state sequence. Also since

I Q̂m+1; Ŵm+1 � H Q̂m+1

we have

Es
l(�(Xn))

n
�

1

m+1
z 2S

Q̂(zm+1)

Es H Ŵ � (�jzm+1) +H Q̂m+1

+
2m(jAj+2m)

n�m
log

n�m

2m

+
2mjAj2m

n�m
log jAj+

o(n)

n
:

SinceH(�) is concave we have

lim sup
n!1

Es
l(�(Xn))

n

� lim sup
n!1

1

m+ 1
z 2S

Q̂
n(zm+1)

�H EsŴ
n(�jzm+1) +H Q̂

n
m+1

= lim sup
n!1

1

m+ 1
z 2S

Q̂
n(zm+1)

�H Pm+1(�jz
m+1) +H Q̂

n
m+1

� lim sup
n!1

z2S

Q̂
n(z)H(P(�jz))

+ lim sup
n!1

1

m+ 1
H Q̂

n
m+1 : (5)

The last equality follows becausePm+1(�jzm+1) has a product form
so that the corresponding entropy is just the sum of the entropies of the
one dimensional distributions.

If we assume that the state sequence has zero empirical entropy rate
(as defined in [11]) then asm ! 1 the second term in (5) goes to
zero. Assuming that the underlying state has zero empirical entropy rate
means that the state sequence has patterns that can be learned by the
coding algorithm. The first term in (5) is independent ofm and is equal
to the coding performance that would be achieved if the underlying
state sequence were known.

IV. L OSSYCODING

We consider a sourceXXX = (X1; X2; � � �) with distributionP . As
before, let the sourceXn = (X1; X2; � � � ; Xn) take values inAn.
Let Pn govern the probabilities ofn strings. The probability measure
P is possibly nonstationary. We assume thatA is a finite set. We assume
that the reproduction alphabet is alsoA. Let � : A�A! [0; 1) be
the distortion measure. Using� we can define distortion forn strings
as

�n((x1; � � � ; xn); (y1; � � � ; yn)) =
1

n

n

i=1

�(xi; yi):

A block code of block sizeN is defined by a map� : AN ! AN .
The average distortion for a code� is defined as

�(P; �) = lim sup
n!1

x 2A

P (xn)�n(x
n
; �(xn)):
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Clearly, if� is a block code of sizeN andQ is a stationary source then

�(Q; �) =

x 2A

Q xN �N xN ; � xN :

It is shown in [3] that the best possible distortion achievable for a
source with measureP using block codes of rateR is given by

D�b (R; P ) = sup
Q2S(P )

Db(R; Q):

SinceQ is stationaryDb(R; Q) is known.
We will use the coding method given in [10]. As before, letLZ(xn)

denote the Lempel–Ziv coding length of a stringxn. By Lempel–Ziv
coding we mean the incremental parsing scheme given in [11]. Let

Bn(R) = fxn 2 An : LZ(xn) � nRg:

Now the size ofBn(R) is no more than2bnRc. To code a stringxn

we choose that string inBn(R) that has minimum distortion withxn.
Thus we code the source usingBn(R) as our code book. We can code
eachn block with no more thanbnRc bits.

Given a setCn which is a subset ofAn let �(Cn)(x
n) denote the

minimum distortion incurred when coding the stringxn usingCn as a
code book.

Theorem 3: SupposeXXX is a source with distributionP that takes
values in a finite set then

lim sup
n!1

E(�(Bn(R))(X
n))� D�b (R; P ):

Proof: We have from the discussion after [3, eq. (3.8)], that for
any� > 0 there exists a block code� : AN ! AN of rate less than
R � � and block lengthN > 4=� such that

�(Q; �) � D�b (R� 2�; P ) + �=4:

Since the rate of the code is at mostR�� there exists a length function�
which satisfies Kraft’s inequality and such that�(yN ) � N(R��)+2
for any stringyN in �(AN).

As in [10], from the block code�we can define a code�jn as follows:
�jn(x

n)i+N�1i

�
=�(xi+N�1i ) if 1� i� n�N+1 andi= j mod N .

At coordinates not defined by the above equation let�jn(x
n)k

�
= a0 for

somea0 in A. Now using Lemma 1 in [10, Appendix] we have

LZ(�jn(x
n)) � n(R� �+ 2=N + �n)

where�n ! 0 asn ! 1. Once again we point out that we could
use the bound in [5] instead of Lemma 1 in [10, Appendix] and obtain
essentially the same result. Since2=N < �=2 we have that for suffi-
ciently largen,�jn mapsAn intoBn(R). Thus we have for1 � j � N

n�(Bn(R))(X
n)�

i=jmodN; 1�i�n�N+1

N�N

� Xi+N�1
i ; �jn Xi+N�1

i +N�max

where�max = maxx2A �(x; a0). Averaging overj and dividing by
n we get

� (Bn(R)) (X
n)

�
1

n

n�N+1

i=1

�N Xi+N�1
i ; � Xi+N�1

i +
N�max
n

:

Thus we have from Lemma 1 in the Appendix that

lim sup
n!1

E (� (Bn(R)) (X
n)) � E �N ZN ; � ZN

for some sourceZZZ with measureQ in the stationary hull ofP .
ButE(�N(Z

N ; �(ZN))) = �(Q; �) and so

E �N ZN ; � ZN � D�b (R� 2�; P ) + �=4:

Since� > 0 was arbitrary and sinceD�b is a convex (and hence contin-
uous) function ofR (from [3]) we have

lim sup
n!1

E (� (Bn(R)) (X
n)) � D�b (R; P ):

APPENDIX

We now state and prove a lemma which is useful in proving Theo-
rems 1 and 3. We are given a random processXXX with distributionP
which takes values inA.

Lemma 1: For any real function� defined onAt, there exists
ZZZ 2 S(P ) such that

lim sup
n!1

1

n

n

i=1

E � Xi+t�1
i = E � Zt

1 :

Proof: It is clear that we can find a subset of the natural numbers
N0 such that

lim sup
n!1

1

n

n

i=1

E � Xi+t�1
i

= lim
n!1; n2N

1

n

n

i=1

E � Xi+t�1
i : (6)

The limit on the right-hand side denotes a limit along integers inN0.
Since the alphabetA is finite we can findN1 � N0 such that

lim
n!1; n2N

1

n

n

i=1

P (Xi = a)

exists for eacha 2 A. Let this limiting one-dimensional distribution
beP1 . Continuing this argument we can findN1 � N2 � N3 � � � �
such that thek-dimensional distributions converge along integers in
Nk to a distributionPk. LetZZZ be a process defined by these stationary
distributions. Now from the setsN1 � N2 � N3 � � � � we can form
a setN� in the following way: Pick the smallest elementn0 fromN0.
For eachk pick nk 2 Nk such thatnk > nk�1. By the construction
of N� andZZZ it is easy− to see that

lim
n!1; n2N

n

i=1

E (f (Xi; Xi+1; � � �)) = E(f(ZZZ))

holds for all real-valued functionsf that depend only on finitely many
coordinates. ThusZZZ is in the stationary hull ofXXX. Also sinceN� � N0

we have using (6)

lim sup
n!1

1

n

n

i=1

E � Xi+t�1
i

= lim
n!1; n2N

1

n

n

i=1

E � Xi+t�1
i

= E � Zt
1 :
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A Dynamic Programming Algorithm for Constructing
Optimal “ ”-Ended Binary Prefix-Free Codes

Sze-Lok Chan and Mordecai J. Golin, Member, IEEE

Abstract—The generic Huffman-Encoding Problemof finding a min-
imum cost prefix-free code is almost completely understood. There still
exist many variants of this problem which are not as well understood,
though. One such variant, requiring that each of the codewords ends
with a “ 1,” has recently been introduced in the literature with the best
algorithms known for finding such codes running in exponential time.
In this correspondence we develop a simple ( ) time algorithm for
solving the problem.

Index Terms—Dynamic programming, one-ended codes, prefix-free
codes.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this correspondence we discuss the problem of efficiently con-
structing minimum-cost binary prefix-free codes having the property
that each codeword ends with a “1.”

We start with a quick review of basic definitions. Acode is a set
of binary wordsC = fw1; w2; � � � ; wng � f0; 1g�. A word w =
�i �i � � ��i is a prefix of another wordw0 = �0

i �0

i � � � �0

i if w

is the start ofw0. Formally, this occurs ifl � l0 and, for allj � l,
�i = �0

i . For example,00 is a prefix of00011. Finally, a code is said
to beprefix-freeif for all pairsw;w0 2 C; w is not a prefix ofw0.

LetP = fp1; p2; p3; � � � ; png be a discrete probability distribution,
that is,8i, 0 � pi � 1 and

i
pi = 1. The cost of codeC with

distributionP is

Cost (C;P ) =
i

jwij � pi

wherejwj is the length of wordw; Cost (C;P ) is, therefore, the av-
erage length of a word under probability distributionP . The prefix-
coding problemis, givenP , to find a prefix-free codeC that minimizes
Cost (C;P ). It is well known that such a code can be found in
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Fig. 1. Code C is an optimal prefix-free code for the distribution
(1=6); (1=6); (1=6); (1=6); (1=6); (1=6). C is an optimal One-ended
prefix-free code for the same distribution.C is an optimal one-ended code for
the distribution0:9; 0:09; 0:009; 0:0009; 0:00009; 0:00001.

O(n logn) time using the greedyHuffman-Encodingalgorithm, see,
e.g., [5] or evenO(n) time if thepi are already sorted [6].

In 1990, Berger and Yeung [1] introduced a new variant of this
problem. They defined afeasibleor 1-endedcode to be a prefix-free
code in which every word is restricted to end with a “1.” Such codes
are used, for example, in the design of self-synchronizing codes [3]
and testing. GivenP , the problem is to find the minimum-cost1-ended
code. Fig. 1 gives some examples.

In their paper, Berger and Yeung derived properties of such codes,
such as the relationship of a min-cost feasible code to the entropy of
P , and then described an algorithm to construct them. Their algorithm
works by examining all codes of a particular type, returning the min-
imum one. They noted that experimental evidence seemed to indicate
that their algorithm runs in time exponential inn. A few years later,
Capocelli, De Santis, and Persiano [4] noted that the min-cost code
can be shown to belong to apropersubset of the code-set examined by
Berger and Yeung. They, therefore, proposed a more efficient algorithm
that examines only the codes in their subset. Unfortunately, even their
restricted subset contains an exponential number of codes1 so their al-
gorithm also runs in exponential time.

In this correspondence we describe another approach to solving the
problem. Instead of enumerating all of the codes of a particular type it
uses dynamic programming to find an optimum one inO(n3) time.

II. TREES ANDCODES

There is a very well-known standard correspondence between
prefix-free codes and binary2 trees. In this section we quickly dis-
cuss its restriction to the1-ended code problem. This will permit
us to reformulate the min-cost feasible code problem as one that
finds a min-cost tree. In this new formulation we will require that
p1 � p2 � � � � � pn � 0 but will no longer require that

i
pi = 1.

Definition 1: Let T be a binary tree. A leafu 2 T is a left leaf if
it is a left child of its parent; it is aright leaf if it is a right child of its
parent.

Thedepthof a nodev 2 T , denoted bydepth (v), is the number of
edges on the path connecting the root tov.

We build the correspondence between trees and codes as follows.
First letT be a tree. Label every left edge inT with a0 and every right
edge with a1. Associate with a leafv the wordw(v) read off by fol-
lowing the path from the root ofT down tov. Now letv1; v2; � � � ; vn be
the set of right leaves ofT . ThenC(T ) = fw(v1);w(v2); � � � ; w(vn)g
is the code associated withT . Note that this code is feasible since all
of its words end with a1. Note also that there can be many trees corre-
sponding to the same feasible code. See Fig. 2 for an example.

1The proof of this fact is a straightforward argument that recursively builds
an exponentially sized set of codes that belong to the restricted subset. Because
of space considerations we do not include it here but the interested reader can
find the details in [2].

2In this correspondence we use the slightly nonstandard convention that a
binary tree is a tree in which every internal node hasone or twochildren.
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